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Hydrodynamic self-assembly of active colloids: chiral
spinners and dynamic crystals†

Zaiyi Shen,a Alois Würger,a and Juho S. Lintuvuoria

Active colloids self-organise to a variety of collective states, ranging from highly motile “molecules”
to complex 3D structures. Using large-scale simulations, we show that hydrodynamic interactions,
together with a gravity-like aligning field, lead to tunable self-assembly of active colloidal spheres
near a surface. The observed structures depend on the hydrodynamic characteristics: particles
driven at the front, pullers, form small chiral spinners consisting of two or three particles, whereas
those driven at the rear, pushers, assemble to large dynamic aggregates. The rotational motion
of the puller spinners, arises from spontaneous breaking of the internal chirality. Our results
show that the fluid flow mediates chiral transfer between neighbouring spinners. Finally we show
that the chirality of the individual spinners controls the topology of the self-assembly in solution:
homochiral samples assemble into a hexagonally symmetric 2D crystal lattice while racemic mix-
tures show reduced hexatic order with diffusion-like dynamics.

1 Introduction
In out-of-equilibrium materials, the motility of the building
blocks, such as bacteria1 or artificial swimmers2, allows the re-
alisation of active assemblies3–12. The design of these structural
self-propelling materials, relies on the dynamic ordering due to
the motility of the constituents3,4. The specific features of the
non-equilibrium ordered states are typically related to potential
and thermodynamic forces, although hydrodynamic interactions
have been shown to influence both, the phase behavior and ag-
gregation13–19.

The spontaneous emergence of chiral structures are among the
most striking aspects of the collective behavior of motile bacte-
ria20 and synthetic microswimmers8,21–24. Chirality is ubiquitous
in Nature, ranging from spiral galaxies to the molecular level.
Left- and right-handed species may occur as racemic mixtures, or
one of them may be dominant, as for the example the left-twisted
trumpet honeysuckle or the dextral helix of DNA. The origin of
biological homochirality is not well understood25,26.

Synthetic microswimmers can be realised by active Janus parti-
cles2, where the self-propulsion results for example from surface
forces generated by catalytic activity, light absorption, or induced-
charge electro-osmosis (ICEO). In many cases the particles set-
tle on a solid surface and their axes weakly align on a gravita-
tional or magnetic field. The observed self-assembled states range
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from dynamic clusters7–9,27 and chains10 to spirals28 and vorti-
cal flows29 as well as to chiral colloidal molecules which rotate
rapidly around their axis8,21,23,24.

The interparticle interactions which are at the origin of self-
organised structures, are not well understood. Noteworthy excep-
tions are provided by catalytic Janus spheres with a hydrophobic
hemisphere24, and particles driven by AC electric fields which
result in strong multipole interactions8,21,23. Little is known,
on the mutual forces of particles which propel through thermal
or chemical surface forces: Besides the interactions mediated by
their gradient fields, hydrodynamic forces are always present and
have been shown to influence particle aggregation and dynam-
ics13–16,19,30–33. Specifically, hydrodynamic flow has been shown
to lead the formation of complex structures such as lines34 and
crystals17,34, when the self-propelled particles are confined by
surfaces. Both the gradient and the flow fields depend on the ac-
tivity difference between front and back hemispheres of the Janus
colloid; unfortunately, the details of the interactions remain un-
clear and in most experimental cases not even the squirmer char-
acteristics (puller or pusher) are known.

This paper aims at elucidating the role and importance of hy-
drodynamic interactions in the formation of dynamic structures
with a well defined topology, and in particular the spontaneous
emergence of chiral aggregates. Using hydrodynamic simula-
tions, we study a solution of active colloids, modelled as spher-
ical squirmers with a radius R, confined between two flat walls.
The particles interact due to hydrodynamics and are subject to
a gravity-like field turning their axis towards a confining wall
(Fig. 1A). As a most striking feature we find that achiral particles
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Fig. 1 Hydrodynamic self-assembly of active colloids near a surface. (A) Schematic of the system: The blue arrow indicates the particle axis and the
black arrow shows the direction of the external field. The external field B∗ creates a torque (orange arrow) which rotates the particles towards the solid
surface. Examples of the observed self-assembled states: (B) Starting from a gas phase, strong pullers assemble into hydrodynamically bound dimers
and trimers, which spontaneously break internal chiral symmetry, leading to a spinning motion. (C) A homochiral solution forms a stable 2 dimensional
crystal, where the spinners are arrested into a hexagonal lattice. (The simulations in (B) we carried out using N = 90 particles, corresponding to an
area fraction φ ≈ 31% with β =+5 and B∗ = 2.0 (see text for details), and in (C) N = 144 (φ ≈ 26%) with β =+5 and B∗ = 1.5).

spontaneously aggregate into chiral clusters which spin around
their axis (Fig. 1B and movie 1) and can transfer their chirality be-
tween nearby spinners via hydrodynamic field. The overall hydro-
dynamic interactions between the spinners are repulsive, leading
to the formation of a 2D crystal of homochiral spinners (Fig. 1C),
where the spinners are arrested in a hexagonally symmetric lat-
tice, while racemic mixture shows diffusion-like behaviour with
reduced hexatic order. The observed structures can be further
tuned using the details of the self-generated flow field: chiral clus-
ters are formed only by pullers due to directional hydrodynamic
interactions (See Appendix C), while pushers form large “ferro-
magnetic” aggregates due to mutual hydrodynamic interactions
(See Appendix C).

2 Simulation model
We use lattice Boltzmann method to simulate the active colloids
(See Appendix A), by employing a classical squirmer model35,
where a spherical particle (radius R) self-propels due to a surface
slip velocity36, u(α) = 3

2 u0 sinα (1+β cosα), where α is the polar
angle with respect to the particle’s axis (see Appendix A Fig. 7),
u0 is the free swimming speed of the particle and β defines the hy-
drodynamic nature of the swimmer: when β < 0 the swimmer is
a pusher, while β > 0 corresponds to a puller. To stop the particles
penetrating each other and the wall, we employ a short range re-
pulsive potential (See Appendix A). The aligning field is modeled
as an external torque T = Bsin(ψ), where ψ is the angle between
the wall normal and the swimmer direction (Fig. 1A). Using a
fluid viscosity µ and scaling by a hydrodynamic torque, we de-
fine a dimensionless strength parameter B∗ = B/6πµu0R2where
u0 = 10−2, R = 8 and µ = 1/6 were chosen. The dynamics is
characterised by a Reynolds number Re = u0R/µ, for numerical
convenience we used Re≈ 0.5. The formation and stability of the
assemblies was checked for Re ≈ 0.05 (See Appendix E) render-
ing the results valid for Re� 1 microswimmers. The particles are
suspended between two flat walls (separation ∼ 6R, see Appendix

A).

3 Small chiral spinners from achiral active
particles

From theoretical calculations37 and lattice Boltzmann simula-
tions38, it is known that isolated pullers can be hydrodynami-
cally trapped by a solid boundary. We characterise the dynamics
and stability of small puller clusters, consisting of two or three
particles, near a solid surface in the presence of an aligning field
B∗ normalised by the magnitude of the hydrodynamic (viscous)
torque arising from the self-propulsion. The dynamical states of
two or three pullers depend on the squirmer parameter β and
B∗ (Fig. 2). For weak fields there is no bound state (region ND
and NT in the Fig. 2B and C); when initialised as dimer or trimer,
the particles rapidly separate. At slightly larger fields, we ob-
serve the rapid formation of chiral clusters (region RD and RT
in Fig. 2B and C) which rotate clockwise or counterclockwise
(Fig. 2A). These rotating dimers and trimers are bound through
their mutual flow fields (Appendix C Fig. 9); the inclination ψ of
the particle with respect to a wall normal (Fig. 1A) is finite and
does not reach the minimum-energy state ψ = 0 favored by the
applied torque.

The internal structure of the spinning dimers and trimers spon-
taneously breaks chiral symmetry (Fig. 2A), and the handed-
ness of the cluster determines the spinning direction: clockwise
twisted aggregates spin counterclockwise and vice versa. To mea-
sure the amount of internal chirality, we define an angle Φ be-
tween the line from the particle to the geometrical center of the
spinner and the projection of the particle axes on to the plane
parallel to the surface (Fig. 2D). The chirality Φ and the angular
velocity ω are connected: both increase when β is increased and
decrease upon increasing B∗ (Fig. 2E and F).

The internal chirality of the cluster is the requirement for
the overall spinning motion. The rotation stops when Φ = 0
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Fig. 2 Rotational motion of the puller dimers and trimers. (A) The internal chiral structures of the dimer and trimer spinners (bottom view). The green
(violet) arrows show the spinning direction of the dimers (trimers): clockwise twisting clusters spin counterclockwise and vice versa. (B) Phase diagram
for dimer spinners by varying β and B∗. Rotating Dimers (RD) appear between the two solid lines, while stationary dimers occur in the region (SD)
and bound states do not exist in the region (ND). (C) The same for trimers consisting of three particles. (D) Schematic 3D view of a clockwise rotating
trimer. The blue arrows show the particle axes, and the white dashed lines present their projection in the wall plane. The angle Φ defines a measure
of internal chirality. (E) Angular velocity of the spinners ω as a function of β (B∗ = 2) and B∗ (β =+5). (F) Chirality Φ as a function of β and B∗.

(Fig. 2E and F). Beyond the threshold value we observe dimers
and trimers of zero angular velocity when starting from appropri-
ate initial conditions (SD and ST in Fig. 2B and C, respectively).
Generally, the hydrodynamically bound puller states require a
slight inclination of the particle axis (ψ > 0); very strong fields
B∗ > 5.0 impose ψ = 0 and the interactions become repulsive (see
Appendix C Fig. 9).

4 Chiral transfer via hydrodynamic cou-
pling

To study the collective dynamics of the spinner phase, we imple-
mented 303 statistically independent simulations of 30 particles
each (giving an area fraction of approximately 30%), with param-
eters β =+5 and B∗ = 2.0. All systems were initialised randomly
in space but all the particles pointing directly at the wall, to en-
sure that the initial configurations had no chirality. Most parti-
cles rapidly join into clusters to form either a dimer or a trimer
(Fig. 3A). The overall statistics of the particles forming a clock-
wise or counterclockwise turning spinners, show a symmetrical
distribution (Fig. 3B) when averaged over all simulations, signal-
ing on average a racemic mixture.

To analyze the global chirality we calculate the imbalance
I = N−−N+ between the counterclockwise and clockwise spin-
ners. In most cases the imbalance rapidly reaches a station-
ary value (see Appendix D Fig. 10). For non-interacting spin-
ners, one expects a Gaussian probability distribution PG(I) =
e−I2/2∆I2

/
√

2π∆I2. Yet from the simulations we obtain an ap-
proximately flat distribution (Fig. 3D), implying a ‘ferromag-
netic’ interaction between the ‘spins’ of nearby clusters. In the
simplest mean-field picture with a positive coupling constant λ ,

such a coupling modifies the distribution according to P(I) ∝

e−I2/2∆I2+λ I2
, which, with λ ∼ 1/∆I2, would account for the dis-

tribution shown in Fig. 3D.
Our simulation data further proves the existence of a spin-

dependent interaction between dimers and trimers. We ob-
serve a strong correlation between their imbalance parameters,
ID = N−D − N+

D and IT = N−T − N+
T (Fig. 3C), with a coefficient

ρ(ID, IT ) = cov(ID, IT )/
√

var(ID)var(IT )≈ 0.8, revealing a transfer
of chirality between trimers and dimers.

This chiral coupling results from hydrodynamic interactions,
and its ferromagnetic nature can be understood by consider-
ing the flow field of spinning trimer, more precisely its vortic-
ity (Fig. 3E). At moderate or large distances from the center, the
flow of a right-handed trimer has negative vorticity, inducing left-
handed rotation in the fluid (blue area in the Fig. 3E). As a con-
sequence, this flow rotates the particles of a dimer counterclock-
wise, thus breaking its chiral symmetry and leading to a clockwise
spinning dimer.

5 Hydrodynamic interactions and crystalli-
sation

To study the formation of super structures, we characterise the
hydrodynamic interactions between the spinners (Fig. 4). We use
pullers with β =+5 and B∗ = 2.0, where the triplet state is stable
(see Fig. 2).

The slip velocity of an active Janus particle as a function of
the polar angle α reads as u(α) = 3

2 u0 sinα(1+ β cosα); in the
absence of confinement, the corresponding far-fields decay as r−3

and β r−2. A nearby wall modifies the velocity field. An active
particle with β = 0 results in an inward radial velocity ∝ r−4 along
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Fig. 3 Chiral transfer between the spinners. (A) The total number of dimers N−D +N+
D as a function of the total number of trimers N−T +N+

T . The
dashed line corresponds to states without monomers. (B) The probability that a given particle joins to a left-handed or right-handed trimer or dimer, or
remains on its own. (C) The number difference of counterclockwise and clockwise spinning dimers, N−D −N+

D , as a function of that for trimers N−T −N+
T .

Their strong correlation indicates rotational coupling between dimers and trimers. (D) The probability distribution function P(I) of the number difference
of particles in counterclockwise spinners and clockwise spinners, I = N−−N+ with N± = 2N±D + 3N±T . The solid line shows a Gaussian distribution
as expected for uncorrelated spinners (See Appendix D). (E) Observed flow field v(r) produced by a clockwise rotating trimer in the plane across the
center. The color map indicates the vorticity ∇×v. Beyond the immediate vicinity, the vorticity is negative (blue), thus it rotates the particles of a dimer
counterclockwise (turquoise spheres in the inset), leading to a chiral symmetry breaking within the dimer, which aligns its spin on that of the trimer.
(The simulations in (A - D) we carried out with N = 30 particles (φ ≈ 30%) using β =+5 and B∗ = 2.0).
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Fig. 4 Hydrodynamic interactions and self-assembly of spinners rotating the same (top row) and opposite (bottom row) directions. (A,B) The distance
d as a function of time t for a pair of trimers rotating in the (A) same and (B) opposite directions. The lines correspond to different initial orientations of
the spinners (see text for details). The data is fitted with a power law logd ∝ κ log t, with κ ≈ 1

7.6 . The black arrows give the direction of translation of the
spinners and the inset in (B) shows the d(t) over one period of rotation. (C,D) The trajectories of the centre of mass coordinates for 24 spinners: (C)
Homochiral spinners quickly organise into a crystal with a hexagonal symmetry (the open (closed) symbols show the initial (final) positions), while (D)
racemic mixture shows diffusion-like behaviour, with a mean square displacement (MSD) scaling linearly with time t at long times (inset). (E) The time
evolution of the hexagonal order parameter ψ6 = 〈ei6ψi j 〉 for the monochiral spinners (red curve) and racemic mixture (green curve). The snapshots from
the the steady state: (F) monochiral spinner phase showing a stable hexagonal order and (G) frustrated order of the racemic mixture. (The simulations
in (C-E) we carried out with N = 72 particles in a box with square cross section L = 30R, corresponding to an area fraction φ ≈ 25%, using β =+5 and
B∗ = 2.0.)

the solid boundary, as obtained from the method of reflexion39.
Our simulations show that a puller (β > 0) creates an outward
flow (see Appendix C Fig. 9). The superposition of the Janus
colloids of a trimer spinner, results in an outward flow along the
boundary plus a modulation of threefold symmetry, v = Cr−n +

C3 cos(3θ)r−m.

We measure the time evolution of the centre-to-centre distance
d of a pair of spinners turning the same (Fig. 4A) and opposite
(Fig. 4B) directions. All curves start at an initial separation d0 ≈
4.5R but with different initial orientations (inset in Fig. 4B). We
observe two main features: an overall increase of the distance d
with time, and a periodic modulation (Fig. 4A and B).

The overall increase of d indicates hydrodynamic repulsion, or
mutual outward advection of the trimers, in qualitative agree-
ment with the flow field discussed above. We identify the (angle-
averaged) velocity field C/dn of one trimer with the advection
velocity ḋ of its neighbor, where the dot indicates the time deriva-
tive. The resulting differential equation ḋ =C/dn is readily solved,
d ∝ t

1
n+1 . From the fits in Fig. 4 A and B, we find n≈ 6.6. This non-

integer power law probably results from the finite box size of the
present simulations, the vertical height of which corresponds to
six particle radius (see methods).

Both Figs. 4 A and B show a modulation with angular frequency
3ω, which is three times the spinning frequency ω of a trimer. The
inset in Fig. 4B displays the occurrence of three maxima of d(t)
during one period of rotation of the spinners. This can be un-
derstood in terms of the angular variation of the flow field of an
individual trimer (Fig. 3E), which shows a strong contribution of
threefold symmetry, C3 cos(3θ)/dm. Thus in addition to the mean
repulsion, each trimer experiences a periodic back-and-forth ad-
vection in the velocity field of its neighbor.

There are two main differences between pairs spinning in the
same or opposite directions: The latter (Fig. 4B) shows a larger
modulation amplitude, and in the initial state the repulsive force
depends strongly on the relative orientation of the pair: The lower
curve in Fig. 4B is calculated for trimers with the same initial ori-
entation (∆θ 0

12 = θ 0
1 −θ 0

2 = 0), whereas the upper curve describes
an out-of-phase pair (∆θ 0

12 = π/3); the intermediate curves inter-
polate between these values. This can be understood by expand-
ing the 3-fold flow field of one trimer in terms of the orientation
angle of the neighbor, resulting in vphase ∝ Cp cos(3∆θ 0

12). Its op-
posite sign for in-phase and out-of-phase pairs results in different
advection velocities, as observed in Fig. 4B. The corresponding
angular velocity favors a cogwheel type motion and phase-locking
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Fig. 5 Cluster dynamics of pushers tuned by the external field B∗. (A) Upon increasing B∗ we observe a sequence of dynamic states: random motion
(a), rotation (b), linear translation (c and d). (B) Mean cluster size Nc as a function of B∗. The error bar gives the maximum and minimum size of the
cluster. (C) Average velocity 〈u〉/u0 normalised by the free swimming speed u0 of a single particle. Error bars give the standard deviation. (D) The
alignment coefficient Cp =

〈
cosαi j

〉
of the particles. (E) Observed swimmer orientations in the dynamic states (a-d) in A. The simulation images are

from dashed frames in (A). (The simulations were carried out using N = 90 (φ ≈ 30%) with β =−5.)

of nearby spinners.

A striking difference occurs in the phase behavior of homochi-
ral and racemic systems. Fig. 4C and D show the evolution of
the center of mass coordinates of 24 spinners in a box with a
square surface area: Starting from random initial positions on a
plane near the surface, the homochiral system quickly organise
into a 2D hexagonal crystal (Fig. 4C), with a steady-state order
parameter ψ6 = 〈ei6ψi j 〉 ≈ 0.82 (red curve in Fig. 4E) and where
all spinners rotate at nearly identical frequencies. Similar results
have been obtained for systems of variable particle number and
rectangular surface area (see e.g. Fig. 1C).

In the case of the racemic mixture, the spinners do not set-
tle in a crystalline state. Their centre of mass trajectories show
diffusion-like behavior at long times (Fig. 4D) and the order pa-
rameter ψ6 is lower and does not reach a steady value (green
line in Fig.4E). The system retains a reasonably high value of
hexatic order but shows a frustrated state (Fig. 4G). From the
above discussion of the hydrodynamic pair interactions, we are
led to the conclusion that the frustrated order and the diffusion-
like behavior arise from the velocity component vphase which fa-
vors cogwheel-like motion of nearby spinners of opposite chiral-
ity. We also observe decoupling of the time-scale of the rotation of
an individual spinner and the diffusional time scale τD = R2/D≈
2τspinner (see also movie 2 initially played with 0.1τspinner between
the frames and 10 frames per second and then accelerated 40
times.)

6 Tunable motile pusher aggregates
Finally we turn to the dynamics of pusher (β < 0) clusters. For
moderate values of the squirming parameter β ∼ −1 and align-
ing field B∗ ∼ 1, we observe a mixture of rotating and translating
clusters with random internal orientation, which can break and
reform (right panel in movie 3), and are reminiscent of what is
observed with phoretic swimmers near a no-slip surface27. For
large B∗ the hydrodynamic interactions are attractive and favour
clustering17 (See Appendix C Fig. 9). In the case of strong push-
ers, all the particles aggregate into a single cluster with a hexag-
onal packing of the particles (see Fig. 5A for β =−5 and B∗ > 2).

Depending on the strength of B∗, the mutual alignment of the
strong β = −5 pushers produces motile structures which exhibit
erratic motion, rotation or translation (Fig. 5A and movies 4, 5
and 6). Moreover, the alignment leads to an increase of the clus-
ter velocity (Fig. 5C) and is easily observable from the increase of
the order parameter Cp =

〈
cosαi j

〉
, where αi j is the relative angle

between the axes of squirmers i and j, and where angular brack-
ets denote the average over all pairs (Fig. 5D). For a low aligning
field, a slowly and randomly moving cluster is formed (state a in
Fig. 5A and C).

This dynamic results from the changing and erratic arrange-
ment of the swimmer orientations (state a in Fig. 5E). A bifurca-
tion is observed in the range 2 < B∗ < 4 (see Fig. 5C and Fig. 5D),
where two metastable states b and c show circular and zigzag ar-
rangements of the particle orientations (state b and c in Fig. 5E),
resulting in rotating and translating clusters, respectively. In-
creasing B∗ further, a completely aligned state d is observed, mov-
ing at a velocity close to that of a single swimmer (see movie 7).
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Very high fields (B∗ > 7) orient the particles perpendicular to the
surface, and the clusters become immobile (Fig. 5C).

7 Phase diagram of collective squirmer dy-
namics near a surface

To generalise our results, we have calculated a detailed phase di-
agram of N = 90 particles in the β − B∗ space (Fig. 6A). For a
very weak field, the swimmers are not bound to the lower wall,
but move randomly between the two confining surfaces, leading
to a gas-like state (I) (squares in Fig. 6A). When increasing the
strength of the external field, the particles swim near the surface,
and spontaneously form a variety of dynamic structures. The
system can be tuned such that a pure spinner phase consisting
primarily dimers and trimers or a single aggregate is observed,
for pullers and pushers, respectively (shaded regions in Fig. 6A).
Finally, for a strong external field, the particles align along the
wall normal and stationary structures are observed (triangles in
Fig. 6A). The size and shape of these depend on the squirmer pa-
rameter β and the strength of the field (Fig. 6B-D): Strong pullers
repel each other leading glass-like arrest (Fig. 6B), when β is de-
creased the mutual advection becomes attractive and large clus-
ters are observed (Fig. 6C and D).

In typical experimental realisations of active Janus particles2,
the squirmer parameter is thought to be reasonably low |β | ≤ 1.
For weak β = +1 pullers, chiral spinners are quickly formed and
they co-exist with larger aggregates (Fig. 6E and movie 3). De-
creasing β towards pushers, the spinners become unstable and
in the case of neutral β = 0 squirmers only few rotating clusters
remain (Fig. 6F and movie 3) and most of the particles are hy-
drodynamically bound and form motile clusters consisting of ap-
proximately > 10 particles. Weak β =−1 pushers form motile ag-
gregates which can fragment and reform during the simulations
(Fig. 6G and movie 3), similarly to what is observed with phoretic
swimmers near a no-slip surface27.

8 Discussion
We provide a generic route for a tunable structuration of mi-
croswimmers, based on hydrodynamic interactions in the pres-
ence of simple guidance by an aligning field. When deposited
on a surface, the interactions between the particles, arising from
the self-induced flow field, leads to formation of chiral spinners
and tunable dynamic crystals. The coupled rotation of the self-
assembled spinners demonstrates a chiral transfer mediated by
hydrodynamic interactions. Finally we show that homochiral
spinners can self-organise into stable 2 dimensional crystal lat-
tices, providing a hydrodynamic route to multiscale self-assembly
of active particles.

8.1 Spontaneous symmetry breaking and chiral spinners

After starting simulations of two or three pullers at moderate field
from an achiral initial state, we rapidly observe formation of a
spinning dimer or trimer. Left-handed and right-handed spinners
occur with equal probability. Their handedness is related to the
twist of the particles’ axes with respect to the center (Fig. 2A),
and the spinning direction corresponds to what is expected for

particles propelling along their axes (white arrows in Fig. 2A).
There is no bound state for B∗ < 0.3 (Fig. 2B and C), indicat-
ing that the underlying hydrodynamic force is attractive only for
sufficient strong inclination of the particle axes towards the wall.

Formation of chiral spinners was observed in several exper-
iments on Janus colloids driven by AC electric or magnetic
fields22,23,28, or chemical reactions24. The active particles are
mostly pushers, whereas in our simulation only pullers form sta-
ble spinners. This is not surprising, as the attractive forces are
very different. In the experiments22,23,28, the self-assembly is due
to induced-charge, magnetic-dipole, and dispersion forces, which
are independent of the squirmer parameter β , whereas our simu-
lations rely on hydrodynamic interactions only, which depend on
the sign of β .

8.2 Chirality transfer

Our simulations show two mechanisms of chiral transfer medi-
ated by hydrodynamic interactions. First, at very short distances,
the flow field of one spinner drags the nearby part of its neigh-
bor, which results in cogwheel-like phase locking and rotation of
the two spinners in opposite directions. This behavior was ob-
served experimentally pairs of externally driven star-shaped mi-
crorotors40 and for neighboring hexagonal clusters of phoretic
swimmers41.

The second mechanism of chiral transfer arises from the vor-
ticity of the far-field of one spinner, which slightly rotates any
nearby objects in the opposite direction. This is a weak effect and
of little consequence for nearby monomers. If there is, however, a
freshly formed cluster which has not yet broken chiral symmetry,
the vorticity will rotate each of its components and thus favors
the formation of a spinner rotating in the same direction, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3E for a nearby dimer.

Our 303 independent simulations of 30 active particles show,
in the steady state, a strong coupling between the spinning direc-
tions of dimers and trimers (Fig. 3C). The initial stage of the spin-
ner formation strongly suggests that flow-mediated chiral transfer
is the underlying mechanism. Indeed, it is observed that a first-
formed trimer spinner can impose its chirality on an achiral dimer
(See movie 8).

In a recent experiment28, a similar phenomenon was observed
for a pair of rotating three-armed spirals consisting of about 15
active Janus particles. Initially of opposite chirality and showing
cogwheel-like motion, one spiral suddenly changes its configura-
tion and chirality, and synchronises its rotation with its neighbour.

8.3 Hydrodynamic interactions and spinner crystals

Our results show that the pair interactions between the spinners
is repulsive, leading to non-vanishing hexagonal order near a sur-
face. When the spinners are co-rotating, the hydrodynamic re-
pulsion is isotropic. The situation is markedly different for a pair
of spinners rotating opposite directions. Now we observed strong
dependence of the initial orientation between the pair to the re-
pulsions. Further, the pair translates along a common axis, per-
pendicular to the repulsion, as have been theoretically predicted
for oppositely spinning active rotors42.
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Fig. 6 (A) Detailed phase diagram in the (B∗, β )-space: gas-like state (green squares), dynamic cluster state (red circles) and stationary clusters or
isolated particles (blue triangles). The two shaded regions mark the ranges where we observe only rotating dimers and trimers for β > 0 or a single
motile aggregate for β < 0. Between these two ranges, mixture of clusters of different sizes is observed. (B-D) Examples of the observed states with
high fields (B∗ ≥ 3):(B) Strong β = +5 pullers with B∗ = 7.5, (C) weak β = +2 pullers with B∗ = 3 and (C) strong β = −5 pushers with B∗ = 8. Typical
observed configurations with low squirmer parameter |β | ≤ 1 and aligning field B∗ = 0.75: (E) Weak β =+1 pullers form hydrodynamically bound small
chiral spinners and larger mobile aggregates. (F) Neutral β = 0 squirmers form larger motile aggregates and small number of rotating chiral clusters,
while (G) weak β = −1 pushers assemble into motile aggregates which can break and reform. (In (A-D) the simulations were carried out with 90
particles, corresponding to an area fraction φ ≈ 31% and in (E-G) with N = 300 corresponding to φ ≈ 15%.)

These differences in the pair-interactions and dynamics, leads
to stark differences in the phase behaviour. In the homochiral sys-
tem a self-assembly into a 2D crystal is observed. The spinners are
arrested on a hexagonally symmetric lattice. The racemic mix-
ture sustains reduced hexatic order, and the dynamics becomes
diffusion-like at long times. Remarkably this dynamic arises solely
from the hydrodynamic mixing resulting from the self-generated
flow fields of the individual particles. The importance of the ac-
tive flow fields is provided when the results are compared to the
driven 2D rotors, where the racemic mixture is expected to form
a lamellar phase43. In our case the monochiral spinners show
slightly stronger repulsion compared to the oppositely turning
spinners. This could be assumed to favour mixing of the species.

Indeed our results with the racemic mixture supports this hypoth-
esis (See movie 2).

8.4 Experimental relevance

Our simulation results depend strongly on the external field B∗

and on the squirmer characteristics β of the active particles. We
discuss realistic values of these parameters and compare our find-
ings with recent experiments.

Gravity and a vertical magnetic field are possible realisations of
the external field B∗ turning the squirmers towards the confining
wall. Active Janus colloids consisting of a silica or polystyrene
sphere with a metal cap on one hemisphere, are subject to a
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gravitational torque due to the large density of the cap. For a
50 nm gold layer on a sphere of radius R = 1µm, one readily
calculates the orientational potential energy W = W0 cosψ with
W0 = 0.5× 10−19 J; the same order of magnitude is achieved for
the magnetic energy of ferrite particles. The resulting torque on
the particle axis is comparable to the viscous torque at veloci-
ties ∼ 1µm/s, thus corresponding to a dimensionless field B∗ ∼ 1,
which in view of Fig. 6A is the most interesting range of parame-
ters.

The squirmer parameter β is unknown for most chemically fu-
eled microswimmers, and may take either sign for those driven
by induced-charge electroosmosis. On the contrary, laser-heated
Janus particles which self-propel due to thermoosmosis-driven
are expected to be pullers: The large heat conductivity of metals
reduces the slip velocity on the active cap44 and leads to a posi-
tive value of β 45; a sufficiently thick cap forms an isotherm with
β = 5. Thus laser-heated swimmers should be good candidates
for the observation of chiral clusters bound by hydrodynamics.

Our findings for β < 0 compare rather well with the cluster dy-
namics observed for chemically active Janus colloids. For moder-
ate values of β and B∗, we observe a mixture of rotating and trans-
lating clusters with random internal orientation, which can break
and reform (Fig. 6D and right panel in movie 3), and which are
similar to recent experiments with phoretic swimmers near a sur-
face27. At higher values of the external field B∗ and the squirming
parameter β , we find large “ferromagnetic” aggregates, which are
reminiscent of the living crystals observed with weakly magnetic
swimmers near a surface7.

Finally, we address the effects of rotational diffusion, which is
not accounted for by our simulations and which would result in
fluctuations of the particle axis according to the probability distri-
bution function P(ψ) ∝ e−W/kBT . Since the potential energy scale
W0 is about ten times larger than the thermal energy, these fluc-
tuations are small and we may safely assume that they would not
change the qualitative results on the formation of chiral colloidal
molecules nor affect the phase diagram of Fig. 6.
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A Appendix - Details of the simulation
model

Fig. 7 A schematic showing the simulation set-up. The green arrow
indicates the particle axis as well as the swimmer orientation. ϕ is the
angle between the particle direction and the wall plane. An external field
B∗ is applied to create a torque T which turns the swimmer towards the
wall normal, as shown by the black arrow.

In this work we modelled the hydrodynamics of the active col-
loids using lattice Boltzmann (LB) simulations. The motile parti-
cle is based on a squirmer model35. The squirmer model does not
explicitly deal with phoretic interactions, but the particle is ren-
dered motile by continuous slip velocities over the particle sur-
face, which arise from the differing materials properties at the
surface. The tangential slip velocity at the particle surface is writ-
ten as36

u(α) = B1 sinα +B2 sinα cosα. (1)

where α is the polar angle with the respect to the particle’s axis
(see Fig. 7). The parameters B1 and B2 give the velocity of a free
particle in the bulk as u0 = 2B1/3 and the squirming parameter
β = B2/B1. The β defines the nature of the swimmer: when β < 0
the swimmer is a pusher and when β > 0 the swimmer is a puller.

In the LBM a no-slip boundary condition at solid-fluid inter-
face can be realised by using a bounce back on links method46,47.
In order to simulate the squirming motion, the boundary condi-
tion at the particle surface is modified to include the surface slip
flow48,49.

To stop the particles penetrating the wall, we employ a short
range repulsive potential

V (d) = ε

(
σ

d

)ν

(2)

which is cut-and-shifted by

VW (d) =V (d)−V (dc)− (d−dc)
∂V (d)

∂d
|d=dc (3)

to ensure that the potential and resulting force go smoothly to
zero at the interaction range dc = 1.2 in simulations units (the
values of below parameters are in simulation units) correspond-
ing to repulsion range of 0.15R. The d is defined as the distance

between the particle bottom and the surface (see Fig. 7). The
ε = 0.6 and σ = 1.0 are constant in the reduced units of energy
and length, respectively. The ν = 12 controls the steepness of the
repulsion.

The Fig. 7 gives a schematic of our system. The particles are
initialised randomly between the two walls. We apply an external
torque to direct the particles towards the bottom wall (Fig. 7),

T = Bn×a, (4)

where the field direction n is along the surface normal and a is
the particle axis. Its strength is expressed through the viscous
torque, B = 6πµu0R2B∗, with a dimensionless parameter B∗, and
through the angle between the unit vectors (see Fig. 1A in the
main text), defined by |n×a|= sinψ. In the simulations we used
a viscosity µ = 1/6, a spherical particle of radius R = 8 and fixed
the unperturbed bulk swimming speed u0 = 0.01, which give the
Reynolds number Re = u0R/µ ≈ 0.5 (see section E for comparison
with Re≈ 0.05). For the phase diagram (Fig. 6A in the main text)
we carried out our simulations using N = 90 particles in a rectan-
gular simulation box with the size of 48× 240× 240, with a no-
slip wall at x = 0.5 and x = 48.5 and periodic boundary conditions
along Y and Z. In ordered to simulate large number of indepen-
dent states, a smaller system of N = 30 with a box of 48×144×144
was used to study the chiral transfer in Fig. 3 in the main text. In
both cases the area fraction corresponds to approximately 30%.

B Dynamics of a single swimmer near a sur-
face when the orienting field is applied

Detailed theoretical calculations37 and lattice Boltzmann simula-
tions38, have shown that a single swimmer can be hydrodynam-
ically trapped by the flat wall when |β | & 4, with a well defined
gap size d and inclination angle ϕ (Fig. 7A). In a steady state the
pullers face towards the wall (ϕ > 0), while pusher point towards
the bulk (ϕ > 0). In Fig. 8 the dynamics of a β = −5 pusher
and β = +5 puller near the wall is presented, when the exter-
nal torque B∗ is applied to orient swimmer direction towards the
wall. For very small B∗, the wall-particle hydrodynamic interac-
tion dominates. The particles swim near the wall with a steady
state d/R ≈ 0.2 (Fig. 8A, B) in agreement with previous calcu-
lations37 and simulations38. The ϕ is about −25◦ and 25◦ for
pusher and puller respectively (Fig. 8C, D), and the translational
velocity is increased compared to the bulk, with the value approx-
imately of 1.5u0 (Fig. 8E, F), as expected50. When B∗ is increased,
the external torque compete with the wall-particle hydrodynamic
interactions, leading the swimmer direction orient towards the
wall. ϕ increases (Fig. 8C, D) and changes sign from negative
to positive around B∗ = 0.3 when β = −5 (Fig. 8C). Further in-
creasing B∗, leads to the swimmer orientation perpendicular to
the wall, B∗ > 0.6 for a pusher (Fig. 8C) and B∗ > 0.4 for a puller
(Fig. 8D), and the particles stop moving (Fig. 8E, F). Generally,
the particle velocity decreases when B∗ is increased (Fig. 8E, F).
However, within a certain range of B∗ (0.4 < B∗ < 0.6) a pusher
reverses its swimming direction (between the dashed lines in
Fig. 8E). The particle can swim opposite to the swimmer direc-
tion and the speed can reach about 0.3u0.
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Fig. 8 Dynamics of a single swimmer directed by an external torque near the wall. (A, C and E) A β =−5 pusher, the gap size d, inclination angle ϕ

and the normalised swimming speed u///u0 along the wall as a function of the external aligning field B∗. (B, D and F) A β = +5 puller. The shading
indicates the range where a soft repulsion is added to avoid the particle penetrating the wall. The dashed lines in the left panel indicate the region
where the pusher swimmer reverses its velocity along the wall.
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Fig. 9 Hydrodynamic interactions between two swimmers when the aligning field is turned on. The flow field in the plane across the particle center
and vertical to the wall, is shown in (A-D). (A) For a single pusher (β =−5) and a strong field (B∗ = 1.5), the imaginary particles (magenta circles) are
attracted to the central particle. (B) For a single pusher (β =−5) and a moderate field (B∗ = 0.5), the adjacent particles will be oriented by the vortices
created by the swimmer, along the direction indicated by the black arrows. (C) For a single puller (β = +5) and a strong field (B∗ = 1.5), the adjacent
imaginary particles (magenta circles) will be repelled. (D) For a single puller (β =+5) and a moderate torque (B∗ = 0.2). The imaginary particles will be
oriented by the flow field, to direction presented by the black arrows. The time evolution (from 0 to 2000 time steps) of two interacting swimmers (E-J):
(E) When a strong field (B∗ = 10) is applied, two pushers are attracted. (F) and (G) Upon the application a moderate field (B∗ = 1.5), the two pushers
synchronise their orientations. (H) When strong field (B∗ = 10) is applied two pullers are repelled. (I) and (J) at moderate field (B∗ = 1.5), two pullers
are oriented opposite directions. They repel each other in downstream case (I), while in upstream location (J) they get into bound state.
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C Dynamics of a swimmer pair when the ori-
enting field is applied

When two active particles are close, the self-generated flows cre-
ate a particle-particle hydrodynamic interactions which affect the
mutual orientations of the swimmers. To analyze how the par-
ticles influence each other, we plot the flow field produced by a
single particle near a wall for various strengths of the aligning
field (Fig. 9 A-D). First, we consider a pusher. When a strong ex-
ternal torque is applied, the particle is perpendicular to the wall.
In this case the flow field creates an attraction of the surrounding
particles (Fig. 9A). To test this, we placed two pushers close to
each other as shown in top panel in Fig. 9E. The time series pre-
sented in Fig. 9E, show that the particles retain their orientation
perpendicular to the wall, but move closer to each other, thus val-
idating the attraction. When the external torque is reduced and
it is comparable to hydrodynamically induced particle-particle in-
teractions, the swimmer direction is out of vertical (Fig. 9B). In
this case, there is two counterclockwise rotating vortices at both
sides of the particle, which will rotate the surrounding particles
also counterclockwise, synchronising with the source particle. In
Fig. 9F and G, we show the corresponding time series where a
swimmer initially vertical is reoriented by the source particle. Fi-
nally we observe that the two swimmers have same orientation
(Fig. 9F and G).

Next we turn to pullers. Upon the application of a strong field,
when the isolated swimmer remains perpendicular to the surface,
the flow field of a puller (Fig. 9C) gives a rise to an opposite effect
to a pusher: a vertical puller repels of the surrounding particles,
as can be seen from the time series in Fig. 9H. When the exter-
nal torque is reduced, the hydrodynamic torques compete with
the external torque (Fig. 9D). Contrary to the pusher, a puller
produces two clockwise rotating vortices on the both sides of the
particle (Fig. 9 D). This leads to a directional interactions, where
a particle placed downstream is rotated away from the source
swimmer and subsequently repelled, while up-stream particle is
rotated towards the source swimmer, leading to the formation of
hydrodynamically bound particle dimer, as shown in the time se-
ries of Fig. 9I and J.

D Distribution of the chiral spinners
Here we discuss the distribution of the active colloids engaged
in small clusters and, in particular, the imbalance of the particles
in the counterclockwise and clockwise spinners, I = N− −N+ .
According to Fig. 3B in the main text, the probability of monomers
in a N = 30 sample is q0 ≈ 8%, that of particles engaged in a
left-handed or right-handed dimer qd± ≈ 18%, and for trimers
qt± ≈ 28%.

In the absence of interactions between neighboring clusters,
the probability distribution of the swimmers then is given by the
multinomial distribution,

Q =
1

N

N!
n0!nd+!nd−!nt+!nt−!

qn0
0 qnd+

d+ qnd−
d− qnt+

t+ qnt−
t− , (5)

where nd+ and nd− are even numbers, and nt+ and nt− are mul-
tiples of 3. The sum of the ni gives N, and N is a normalization

Fig. 10 The time evolution of the imbalance. The imbalance I = N−−N+

between particles in counterclockwise and clockwise turning spinners as
a function of time, observed from 5 independent simulations with N = 30
particles, β = +5 and B∗ = 2.0 corresponding to the Fig. 3 in the main
text.

constant.
For large numbers the above expressions can be simplified by

using Stirling’s formula lnn! = n lnn− n and reducing the distri-
bution function to Gaussian. As in the main paper we use the
total number of right-handed and left-handed squirmers, N± =

nd±+nt±. For the imbalance I = N−−N+ one finds

P(I) =
e−I2/2∆I2

√
2π∆I

, (6)

with the width

∆I2 =
[
(2qd+)

2 +(2qd−)
2 +(3nt+)

2 +(3nt−)
2
]

N. (7)

Noting that clockwise and counterclockwise are equally probable,
one finds

∆I =
√

2(4q2
d +9q2

t )N, (8)

With the measured cluster probabilities of Fig. 3B for N = 30, the
numerical factor reads ∆I ≈ 6. When fitting the actual distribu-
tion function resulting from Q by a Gaussian, we obtain a slightly
smaller value, ∆I ≈ 5.

Thus one would expect that the imbalance obeys a narrow
Gaussian distribution P(I), whereas the simulation results shown
in Fig. 3D, reveal that P(I) is roughly constant.

E The effects of the Reynolds number
The microswimmers move slowly in a viscous media. Thus the
ratio between inertial and viscous forces is small, characterised
by a low Reynolds number Re << 1. In our simulations, the wall
induced hydrodynamic interactions slow down the particles and
mixing characterised by the magnitude of the squirmer parameter
|β | are expected to dominate. To achieve reasonably numerical
convergence of our simulations, we chose a reasonably high bulk
swimming speed u0 = 1.0×10−2 in simulations units, this with the
particle radius R = 8 and fluid viscosity µ = 1

6 , gives a Reynolds
number for a single particle in the bulk Re = u0R

µ
≈ 0.5. To check

the validity of our predictions for Re << 1 we carried out further
simulations where the swimming speed was reduced u0 = 10−3,
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Fig. 11 Stability of the self-assembled structures when Reynolds number (Re) is varied. (A) Observed spinner structures from the simulations with
strong pullers (β =+5) when Re≈ 0.5 as in the main text (left panel) and Re≈ 0.05 right panel, with B∗ = 2. (B) Observed motile aggregate structures
from the simulations with strong pushers (β =−5) when Re≈ 0.5 as in the main text (left panel) and Re≈ 0.05 right panel, with B∗ = 6. (C) The cluster
size Nc as a function of time. The simulations were carried out with N = 90 particles. The time evolution of the distance d(t) between (D) co-rotating
and (E) oppositely rotating spinner pairs, when the Reynolds number is varied (see text for details).
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giving Re ≈ 0.05. These are compared to the structures observed
with Re ≈ 0.5 in Fig. 11. Both in the case of strong puller spin-
ners (Fig S11A) and dynamic crystal with strong pusher β = −5
(Fig. 11B), we see similar structures between the two Reynolds
numbers. This is further supported by looking the time develop-
ment of the average cluster size Nc, which shows very similar dy-
namics between the two Reynolds numbers considered as shown
in Fig. 11C.

The spinning frequency ω of a hydrodynamically bound spin-
ners scales linearly with u0 and thus with the particle Reynolds
number. For the simulations above we find ω ≈ 2π × 10−4 and
ω ≈ 2π × 10−5 for Re ≈ 0.5 and Re ≈ 0.05, respectively. Using
the particle diameter as the spinner size, we find correspond-
ing Reynolds numbers of the spinners as Re = ω(2R)2/µ ≈ 1.0
and Re ≈ 0.1. The hydrodynamic repulsion between the spinner
arises from the hydrodynamic pumping from the indiviudal parti-
cles and remains unaffected by the choice of the Reynolds number
(Fig. 11D and E).

F Description of the movies
Movie 1: Dimers and trimer spinners formed in a suspension of
β =+5 pullers with B∗ = 2.0.
Movie 2: Homochiral and racemic mixture self-assembly (β =+5
and B∗ = 2.0). After 10s the movie playback speed is increased
40 times.
Movie 3: Weak β = +1 puller, neutral β = 0 and weak β = −1
pusher, with a weak aligning field B∗ = 0.75 (N = 300 particles
and 48× 640× 640 computational domain corresponding to an
area fraction of φ ≈ 15%).
Movie 4: A random moving aggregate formed by pushers. β =−5
and B∗ = 2.0.
Movie 5: A rotating aggregate formed by pushers. β = −5 and
B∗ = 4.0.
Movie 6: A translating aggregate formed by pushers. β =−5 and
B∗ = 4.0.
Movie 7: A translating aggregate formed by pushers with
completely synchronized internal orientations.
Movie 8: 5 tests of the transfer of chirality from a trimer to
initially achiral dimer. β =+5 and B∗ = 2.0

Movies 1 and 4-7 were carried out with 90 particles and
movie 2 with 72 particles, in the computational domain of
48×240×240. All the movies use bottom view and in the movies
1 and 4-7 2×2 computational domains are shown.
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